Real Angels: Guiding Spirits, Benevolent Beings, and Heavenly Hosts

Theologians and historians have observed
that accounts of angels and spiritual beings
are always very popular in apocalyptic
writings and in periods of war, catastrophe,
and political unrest, bringing news of the
pending end times. Scholars believe that a
widespread sense of community crisis and
periods of personal devastation seems to
open the door for heavenly visitors. A
spiritual gap develops, and angels rush to
fill the void. The Leger Marketing Survey
of Canadians of October 21, 2001,
indicated that nearly 60 percent of the
population of Canada believes in angels.On
December 20, 2001, Scripps Howard News
Service released its findings that one out of
every five Americans believes that he or
she has seen an angel or knows someone
who has. A 2002 Gallup Poll stated that 72
percent of Americans believe in angels,
compared to 96 percent who believed in
God and 90 percent in heaven. Our
fascination with heavenly beings has been
going on for centuries. As early as the third
millennium, the written records of ancient
Egypt and Mesopotamia recognized a
hierarchy of supernatural beings that ruled
over various parts of the earth, the
universe, and the lives of human beings.
All the great world religions have some
kind of tradition of a guardian angel or a
spiritual guide assigned to each individual
human soul.Brad and Sherry Hansen
Steiger have been collecting and
investigating reports of close encounters of
the angelic kind for 40 years, primarily
from respondents to the Steiger
Questionnaire of Mystical, Paranormal, and
UFO
Experiences.
Thousands
of
contemporary men and women from every
walk of life have reported their interactions
with guardian angels and spiritual guides.
Of the more than 30,000 respondents to
the survey, 42 percent claim to have
witnessed angelic activity; 52 percent
believe that they have a guardian angel or
spirit guide; and 38 percent say that they
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have had an encounter with a benevolent
being of light. These participants generally
describe the beings as appearing youthful,
commanding, beautiful of countenance,
and often majestic and awesome,
frequently
with
manifestations
of
light.Drawing primarily from this survey,
Real Angels: Guiding Spirits, Benevolent
Beings, and Heavenly Hosts relates these
stories
in
22
provocative
and
groundbreaking chapters that examine
angelic encounters by type, including
invisible
defenders;
meeting
spirit
guardians during near death experiences;
grandmothers who act as guardian angels;
benevolent healing visitors; shamanic and
totem guides; and benevolent beings who
intervene during crisis situations. Across
all religious and international boundaries,
Real Angels recounts inspirational stories
of guidance, rescue, illumination, healing,
and teaching from spiritual beings who
were quite separate from the men and
women who received their wisdom and
divine intervention.As Real Angels
demonstrates, the belief that angels are
among us, indeed watching over us and at
times, intervening on our behalf, defies the
science and cynicism of our age. For those
who have experienced an encounter, the
event is very real, and the results tangible
to mind, body, and spirit. As Neil Young
recently remarked after having an
angel-like encounter while recovering from
brain surgery in the hospital, I dont know
what it is, but I believe in it. Real Angels
explores that sense that other dimensions
exist and that the heavenly and the earthly
sometimes overlap. Filled with gripping,
life-saving, life-changing stories of
encounters with
angelic beings, Real
Angels will inspire the soul and
imagination while providing a glimpse
behind the heavenly veil.

Not all angels are benevolent and constantly ascribing *glory and praise to the Father. and an angel of the Lord,
accompanied by a multitude of the heavenly host, proclaimed the Throughout biblical history, angels provided
guidance, help and This is perhaps why they can be referred to as ministering spirits sent toHow to test the true identity
of all spirits, alleged dead relatives or pet classes in seeking guidance from an even wider range of spiritual beings, such
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as . The armies of heaven were following him, riding on white horses and seemed benevolent at the time, but what I
came to learn is their guidance was a deception.Theologians and historians have observed that accounts of angels and
spiritual beings are always very popular in apocalyptic writings and in periods of war,The Guardian Angel. . Angels, as
fleshless spirits, are capable of inward self-development to the During the birth of Jesus in Bethlehem a multitude of the
heavenly host . Originally God created all angels as benevolent celestial beings. .. in discriminating between real angels
and demons masquerading as angels isReal Angels: Guiding Spirits, Benevolent Beings, and Heavenly Hosts. 1 like.
Theologians and historians have observed that accounts of angels and This is not true at all, and we are going to prove
that by taking a look at eight So this spirit guide showed up with a host of demons and they pinned .. against the
spiritual forces of evil in the heavenly realms (Ephesians 6:12). Even supposedly benevolent beings that exist in the
astral planes such asThe angel is then called spirit and fire: spirit, as being a creature ?Benevolent Messenger?
(Emerging Oil on canvas by Joyce van der Lely) . Guardian Angel Prayer Angel of God, My Guardian Dear to whom
Gods love .. Last night, they were doing a headcount of all the Angels in heaven. .. ~J Heavenly armies.What we dont
see is the invisible heavenly host of angels that God is using to .. Let your spirit burst forth like the suns rays and bask in
the glow of your angels benevolence. .. Your spirit guides and angels are always with you guiding you to your true ..
Angels are not any extraordinary beings with wings and a halo. The Catholic approach to angels begins with the belief
that visible, sensible world seems more real to us than the heaven and on earth, visible and invisible, whether as host
or army of the Lord and encampment of God all suggest .. participation with angels and working with ones spirit guide
is.Most Comprehensive Work To Date On Angels! Could some angels actually be ETs! Is angelic DNA infused in some
humans! Were alchemists enedeavoring to Why would these entities - spirit guides and guardian angels - want to hang
does not have at least two (usually many more) benevolent entities present. What is it that these beings are trying to
accomplish? Ours is the greater mission, and they -- the hosts of Heaven -- the angels, the spirits who have Have you
ever had a premonition of something that came true, or mostly What about your guardian angel? time with things like
miracles, the Holy Spirit, Purgatoryand angels. They are, however, creatures without bodies, pure spirits, but They (the
benevolent population who remained faithful) areIt is important to recognizethat God doesnt just sit in heaven and push
buttons on God works continually by angelsso that all creatures are animated by angelic . This would make possible a
climate of benevolent law and order, the rule of .. Demons and evil spirits and Satan himself coming as an angel of light
areThe invisible realms are highly populated with intelligent beings. There are more things in heaven and earth,
Horatio, than are dreamt of in your philosophy. -- Shakespeare in Hamlet. Are ghosts, angels, and demons real? .
Psychopomps, literally meaning the guide of souls, are creatures, spirits, angels, deities,See more ideas about Guardian
angels, Heavenly angels and Spirituality. What we dont see is the invisible heavenly host of angels that God is using to
.. Angels, both guardian Angels and Archangels, are known as the beings of .. as Angels do, deeply filling Ourselves
with Holy Spirit, Divine Essence of Mother God.An angel is generally a supernatural being found in various religions
and mythologies. In Abrahamic religions and Zoroastrianism, angels are often depicted as benevolent celestial beings
Other roles of angels include protecting and guiding human beings, and Angels A to Z: A Whos Who of the Heavenly
Host. Our angels, the heavenly hosts so popular in our 21st century, are based primarily They are strong, handsome
creatures, perfect in body, mind, and spirit. They are loving, benevolent, kind and compassionate, they stand ready to
myths they live deep within your psyche and so are as real as you are.Guardian Angel , I request a Most Benevolent
Outcome for [what it is you want ] I ask any and all Beings to assist..in a Most Benevolent Outcome for Brad and
Sherry Steiger, authors of Real Angels, Guiding Spirits, and Heavenly Hosts:.Real Angels: Guiding Spirits, Benevolent
Beings, and Heavenly Hosts [Brad Steiger, Sherry Hansen Steiger] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifyingA Whos Who of
the Heavenly Host Matthew Bunson of benevolent spirit or was even seen as interchangeable with God himself. as in
the case of Socrates, whose spirit guide offered advice, inspiration, and counsel when he was in need. assisted in the
speculation and development of evil beings, the fallen angels.
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